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Writing prompt: Should high-school students follow a dress-code? 

Some people claim that a uniform can significantly improve the quality of high-school experience, 

while others argue that this attempt to unify all students does them only harm. Some students are 

relieved by the necessity to wear a uniform, while others actively protest it. Although, there are obvious 

advantages of wearing the clothes of your own preference, such as comfort and self-expression, a 

certain dress-code still needs to be followed. Wearing a uniform to a high-school can greatly benefit 

teenagers’ personalities and improve their learning experience in many ways. 

First of all, a uniform makes all students even. It discourages the division into poor and rich. Although, 

the wealth of certain students can still be recognizable, because some of them drive expensive cars or 

carry around mobile phones of pricey brands, nonetheless it makes the division less obvious. Such 

dress-code teaches young minds an invaluable lesson, which is seeing what is behind the clothes. They 

learn to value other people for their personal traits and qualities, rather than for such superficial aspect 

as dress. Moreover, the common uniform can help to stop bullying that became a big trouble for high-

schools nowadays. 

Nonetheless, the opponents of a high-school dress code claim that it prevents children from expressing 

their personalities. In fact, it encourages them to look for more creative and meaningful ways of self-

expression, than just fancy brand clothes. When a teenager cannot impress their peers with dress, they 

are compelled to look for other outlets, such as theatre, arts, music, creative writing, etc. Thus, wearing 

a school uniform helps students to be more creative and insightful, and devote their attention to studies 

instead of judging each other’s looks. 

In addition, a school uniform it is a fantastic option for families with low income. It is a relief for 

parents who cannot afford to buy new fashionable sets of clothes for their sons and daughters every 

season. The kids from poor families will be able to feel as equal with their classmates and no longer 

be bullied for their looks. 

To sum it up, the following of a certain high-school dress code, such a uniform has many positive 

aspects to it and can improve the learning experience. Wearing a uniform allows students to feel 

equality with their schoolmates and be secure that nobody would bully them because their clothes are 

old or out of fashion. Moreover, it compels students to look for new ways of self-expression and to 

value other people for their personal qualities instead of for their dress. The application of school 

uniform should be encouraged in modern educational establishments as a tool of improving learning 

experience. 
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